CA6 TWO MATERIAL LOADER
Reliable compressed air loaders have no moving parts.
They require no regular maintenance and they are super quiet!
Food grade Class 3A polished stainless steel.

The only compressed air loader
available with a self- cleaning filter!

Dust tight Clamp-On assembly.

Clamp-On hose connection
with replaceable wear plate.

The optional bag filter you will never have to
clean, even with the worst regrind!
Fluidizing material prevents bridging!

2”, 3”, 4” and 6” Diameter sight
glasses are available.

2” and 3” machine flanges are
available to match your machine.

Blend on the machine throat with our
Turbo Blend option.

Amazing Quality!

CA6 TWO MATERIAL LOADER
Power and Efficiency, a solution for the most difficult materials.
Three in one Wand!
The power of an 8 port venturi with the flexibility to
meet your changing needs with one wand.
Material Wand
Grinder Spike
Direct connect to grinder or dryer
Adapt to 1.5” or 1.25” devices.

Grinder Spike

Tube Connector

You can even add a fluidizing port and or a
vibrator to handle materials once thought
impossible to convey.

Amazing Quality!

CA6 TWO MATERIAL LOADER
The only compressed air loader available with a PLC Control and a plain English display!

Set how many seconds
you want material 1 and
material two to load.

Set how often you want
to clean the filter and how
long.

PCD Control with optional no-load
alarm and mounting bracket.
The PCD Control supports LIFO grinder unloaders as well
as all of the features of a two material loader. When not
used for LIFO loaders solenoids can be used as on line
spares, available in seconds to prevent down time.
With the Turbo Blend option you can set how long
Blend in the sight-glass and reduce scrape from shorts,
you blend.
flash and color variations.
With the No-Load option
you can set the delay time
Load times are set in .1 second increments. It is typical
before you get an alarm.
to set the virgin load time for less than 2 seconds and regrind for less than four seconds. That keeps your grinder
empty while present perfectly homogeneous material at
the machine throat.

Quick change valve manifold system. If you are not
using the LIFO grinder unloader you will always have
a spare valve seconds
away.

Amazing Quality!

CA6 TWO MATERIAL LOADER
Optional Solutions for problems our competitors cannot solve.

Material level
With CA Hopper
Adapter
Material level
standard vacuum
loader

Hopper Adapters
90% Less material under the dryer!
Convey with dry air.
Use with compressed air or vacuum
systems.
Switch as needed from 1.5” or 125”.

The first time this alarm goes off it
can save you downtime and mold
damage. If you do not get material
after 10 seconds it sounds the alarm.

Dryer Fill Adapters
Up to 30% more material capacity
Reduce dryer filter cleaning.
Improve process stability.

Rare Earth and standard
magnets
Clamp-On a slide gate where ever
you need it.

No-Load Alarm

Blend on the machine!

Amazing Quality!

CA6 TWO MATERIAL LOADER
Amazing Quality
Great Price!
It will be hard to compare a CA6 to any competitor because we offer so many standard features
and options. Our competitors cannot match our
features at any price.
You can compare our price. You will be surprised
how competitive we are. When it comes to value
there is no comparison.

CALL NOW!
(800) 918-5820
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Advanced Auxiliary Equipment, Inc.
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sales@aae-us.com

